
        Prism Printer  
Advanced Feature Instructions 

 

 
Enjoy high performance and the added features of PrismPlus!

 * when using genuine 
Rimage ribbons!  Rimage PrismPlus! validates your certified Rimage ribbon, enabling the 
fastest printing rate available and activating the ribbon consumption monitor. 
 
Validating a Single-Color Ribbon 
Rimage PrismPlus! Validates your certified Rimage ribbons and gives you the fastest 
available print speeds for increased production and rapid workflow. 
 
To validate your single-color ribbon, install a Rimage certified ribbon, following the 
instructions on the ribbon leader to leave a portion of the leader under the print head. (A 
validated single-color ribbon has a mark stating STOP – Wind Leader Onto Take-up Core 
Stopping Here.- to assure proper positioning.)  
Press the Unit Attention Button to close the drawer. The printer detects the leader 
markings and winds the remaining leader onto the take-up core, validating 240 meters 
(787.4 feet) of ribbon. 
 
Validating a 2- or 3-Color Ribbon 
Begin printing only when the printer indicates that it’s out of ribbon. The printer validates 
500 3-color disc prints or 825 2-color disc prints. 
 
Ribbon Consumption Monitor 
This feature lets you know when less than 100 prints remain on your certified Rimage 
ribbon. 
 
With its flexible nature, the Prism 5 printer’s variable rate of single-color ribbon 
consumption (anywhere from 2,100-40,000 or more prints per ribbon) makes it difficult to 
anticipate when a ribbon will run out.  Ribbon consumption monitoring measures how 
much ribbon the printer consumes, tracks how much ribbon is left, and alerts you when 
only 100 prints remain. 
 
Note: If the Prism printer has a validated single-color ribbon and you replace it with a 2- or 3-color 
ribbon, ribbon consumption monitoring is suspended; it resumes when you start printing with a 
single-color ribbon.   
 
Low Ribbon Indication 
The Missing CD LED flashes continuously to indicate that less than 100 prints remain. 
 
Ribbon-Out Indication 
The Missing CD LED flashes with the Error LED lit, or on power-on, the Missing CD LED and 
the Error LED light temporarily while the printer beeps. 
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* Patent pending. PrismPlus! is available only on Rimage Prism Series 5 Printers. 

http://www.mediatechnics.com

